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Astrology, is the classical study on how the Planetary Energies affect our emotional relationship with the world and the Human experience. These Energies are Vibrational Frequencies and form the conditions which make up your life and the challenges you were born into.

By studying the Natal Chart we can analyze your unique Astrological imprint, displayed by the Planetary positions the moment you were born. These positions hold the key to your Physical, Psychological and Spiritual health; strengths, limitations, loves and desires. We are a mirror image, subconsciously acting out influences conditioned by our environment and parental relationships, which will then be reflected in the lives of our children.

When used in the development of self-awareness, Astrology is one of the most important Emotional Healing Arts, practiced by ancient cultures since the early Egyptians, the Sumerians, Greeks, Roman civilizations and the European Royal dynasties.

Transits

What is a Transit?

The Planets are continually in motion, like the hands of a clock these movements now affect every single moment of our life. The Planets are in orbit, as they travel the heavens above, we experience Transits. Which takes place when an orbiting Planet, connects; like a passing train to the fixed Planets in our Natal Chart. These Transits are responsible for those major events in our life.

Our ‘birthday’ is a Transit of the Sun, which has taken a full year’s orbit, 365 days to return back to the point in the sky when we were born. The Sun moves quickly, the next day our ‘birthday - transit’ is over, unlike the profoundly powerful Pluto which can last up to 5 years.

Astrology, in its natural essence, is non-judgmental. It will not discriminate race or creed and most certainly does not elevate any religion or organization to the fore.
Transits and Health

A question I am often asked, ‘How can a Planet or a Transit lead to an illness?’ The Planets do not create illnesses or disease, - we are affected by their Vibration received during an Astrological Transit, which affect and interact with our Physiological Biology. Our bodies, like all life-forms, has a natural Vibration - Frequency, which is maintained through a healthy diet and a healthy lifestyle. If we suffer long term neglect through poverty, Trauma and negative thinking, our Frequency now vibrates to a slower rate, we become dis-eased. Now prone to poor nutrition and low vitality, we are susceptible to ill-health if these conditions continue to be in-balanced.

Nature always aims to correct dis-ease, in its initial stages, we receive a natural warning sign denoting a mild symptom - often years in advance. Astrology’s strength is the ability to foresee Difficult Transits, which can last up to 5 years. If we plan and allow for these changes we can alter our Vibration and change any detrimental life styles, addictions and vices rather than face pressing health issues.

An Astrological Transit will carry a unique Vibrational energy depending on what Planet is involved. When a Planetary connection is formed - via a Transit - we experience a positive or negative reaction. If these Vibrations do not match our natural biological frequency, this is the moment when we become dis-eased, as our consciousness - mind, has emotional energy, linking with our biology and our biology is our health.

The Power of Transits

Pluto Transits aims to balance your biological frequency by forcing a Metamorphosis, on a deeply Psychological and Physiological level. The vibration of Pluto is an extremely powerful force which focuses on regenerating our biology. Pluto’s positive influences can assist in strengthening the recovery process as we recover from an illness. It is also the most disturbing in regards to difficult transits, as all energy, like electricity, has a positive and negative polarity.

The frequency of Pluto will trigger deep rooted Traumas. As these Traumas surface, our mind may become flooded with irrational feelings of doom and paranoia. If we suffer ill-health during a Pluto Transit, we are now experiencing a Health-Related Trauma. We are been asked to revisit Traumas experienced during our life. These unresolved Traumas have now created an Emotional Disconnection - forgotten - repressed - unprocessed,
we become overwhelmed by emotional pain, our health suffers. Our body now asks for healing.

Pluto is now affecting those born during the first Decans of Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn; and those with planets in these signs.

**Traumatic Emotional Residual Energy - Psychic Kinetic Energy Imprints**

**Ancestral Spiritual Biological Imprint - Spiritual Biological Imprint**

TERE-PKEIs-ASBI-SBI

From Childhood we develop a sense of identity, our ego-consciousness develops and we become self-aware. Now as adults we discover our life's decisions have been based on emotions within an emotion. An almost kaleidoscope of energy all fused into countless chapters.

It is important to realize feelings and emotions are complex, they shape our entire life and can be seen biologically as our guidance system that also protects the physical biological body from harm and ill-health.

Spiritually our emotions allow us to develop self-awareness, which evolves into compassion and empathy, required in all peaceful societies and cultures.

Astrological Aspects highlight both negative and positive areas in a Natal Chart, how we respond emotionally, to any given situation, has been formed during our early conditioning, via the relationships with our parents and environment.

When a Child suffers Trauma, in the form of Physical Abuse, Sexual Abuse, or receives a poor bonding experience with Parents, Family members or Guardians; the Emotional Kinetic Imprint becomes damaged. This creates a Trauma Stress Point, an almost date coded memory now embedded into the Psyche of the Child. Multiple Traumas layers the mind creating a complete breakdown of rational reasoning, resulting in Substance Abuse, Addictions, Compulsions, Mental-Illness, Behavioural difficulties in Children and long term health related illness.

These painful early conditions now shape our personality. We become skilled at finding coping strategies to mask our hurt, often mirroring the same strategies, inherited or submissively instilled and conditioned by our Parents or abusers. Their Love now denied, we forever seek our Parents in relationships, wealth and destructive addictions. Mentally disconnected from our agonizing feelings, our personality ‘splits’. Long term ‘Drug Users’ share the same story, how the very first ‘hit’, became the ‘Love’ they never received and the reason
why they continue their addiction. The dark world of substance abuse has become a reflection of that early trauma where the supplier - who may symbolically represents their parental/abuser figure - continues to prolong their suffering.

Our external reality, our world and worldly affairs; the media entertainment industry reflects a mindset, our, Neurosis. Unconscious to our true needs and our Spiritual Self it is now played out on a screen, a map for our salvation.

Your Natal Chart gives an instant diagnosis, where you can see your own unique Emotional Residual Energy patterns and how these have shaped your life and your health. An Astrological Reading can assist you in re-balancing your emotions, leading to a balanced mind and a healthy future for you and your children.

**Biological Transference - Emotional Transference**

**Ancestral Emotional Transference - Parental Emotional Transference**

BT-ET- AET-PET

Biological Transference is an exchange of energy which is a Psychic, Psychological, Mental, Spiritual Vibration embedded within the family gene. It is the emotional energy which forms our early development and how we interact with the world. Biological Transference will choose our loved ones, peers, careers and even alter the way we think. Our nurturing bonding experience with our parents or guardians are so significant in childhood, they shape our adult behavioral patterns, conditioning how we express our individuality.

We are living extensions of unprocessed ancestral sufferings and Traumas, passed on by a Biological Transference within the family line, especially seen in families who have suffered generational abuse, slavery, war and poverty. Generational Traumas will shape and continue to influence the lives of our children and at some point, there will be a breakthrough, a critical mass, where a sibling will manifest these energies as a serious addiction, mental illness, criminality or one of the many negative conditions we face as humans.

As we begin to understand the patterns of transference we are then able to see how the Ancestral Emotional Transference and the Parental Emotional Transference patterns, have an important relationship to our health, mental illness, stress and dis-ease. If we are to carry this transference into marriages and relationships we then, through projection, view our loved ones as either Mother or Father. As this is often unconscious, it is no surprise that sooner or later the cracks appear, we no longer see through the ‘rose tinted glasses’, we fall out of ‘Love’, We live in a world of Transference and Projection.
If we accept there is a biological link between our ancestors, as seen in facial features and physical appearance, we can accept that a Spiritual connection and an Emotional link also exists. It is this Ancestral Emotional Transference between our Ancestors, Parents and Siblings which can be clearly seen and explored in an Astrological Natal Chart.

Health Related Trauma - Emotional Spiritual Disconnection

HRT-ESD

‘Hereditary’ medical conditions are said to be a result from genetic cellular conditions within the family generational history. Scientists would also agree that cells do regenerate by a process called Autophagy. This process renews and repairs the cellular structures within the body. We can now open the question to the possibility that Hereditary illnesses - in some cases - may well be linked to the often ignored Spiritual and Emotional components of the illness.

Emotional imbalances must be taken into consideration, analyzed in detail, for any signs of Ancestral Transference and early negative pre-conditioning by other family members. If a Infant or Child is subjected to Negative Transference and becomes Traumatized at an early age, before reaching self-awareness, these memories will be repressed as unprocessed Emotions and will shape the personality. The individual may be totally unaware that they are operating from a Traumatized perspective.

Astrology is an Emotional Science, able to transcend logic, out dated theories. Those programmed belief systems that are now no longer valid, which continue to create suffering, disharmony and mental illness in the lives of our Loved ones, friends and families.

Mental Illness

I was 11 years of age when I asked my friends to pose for this school photograph. 12 young males, unsure of the future, longing to be seen in the golden dawn of their youth, unaware that 60 percent on this photograph would suffer a ‘nervous breakdown’. 3 have been sectioned under the ‘mental health act’. As I hold this photo, wondering how I made it through these difficult times, one face stands out, a close friend, who I will call Clinton.
Clinton’s brother Marlo and their cousin Fran, all have suffered from what would be labeled medically as a ‘mental disorder’. Fran's mother 'carried' the dis-ease and was sectioned during her life. In this family, 2 member's have been sectioned and 2 siblings, that I know of, still display signs of pronounced mental dis-ease.

4 years ago I met Fran's mother, who sadly, shows the mental scars of the medication and the years of being institutionalized in psychiatric units.

I was very fond of Fran's Mother as a child, who is a lovely person, a withdrawn lady, who always seemed translucent, light. I now realize she was dissociated, traumatized and showing me her strength. I can only assume there is a history of Trauma in the family, its Ancestral Imprint now left with Fran, Marlo, Clinton and the other members of the family. I almost feel grieved by this photo, these young men were unaware of the challenges to come.

Dis-eases of the mind have an almost infectious quality. The Emotional Transference exchanged between a child and a parental figure with pronounced mental illness is so disturbing to witness, the bonding now severed, the child is unable to mourn the loss of this natural Paternal connection. Later in life, the Child may develop its own neurosis as an Adult.

An Astrological transit takes place when it is time to heal and we cannot refuse. If we suffer ill-health, we have an opportunity to face and heal our wounds. The Psychic Kinetic Energy Imprint has again been given life - passed on from family members - this is the origins and signatures of ill-health, depression, addictions and mental dis-ease. Transits aim to re-balance and heal each generation in an almost evolutionary process. We could not mourn as a Child, now emotional repressed, we suffer as Adults.

The Great War

Before we talk about healing a Trauma, I feel it's important to understand the nature of trauma and how it affects the mind and body. It may be impossible to study the 'victims', researching how the African-American 'chattel slavery' industry compares to the 'witch finder' persecutions in England, during the middle ages, but we can acknowledge and accept that emotional suffering has created immense psychological Traumas in cultures worldwide.

To heal from a Trauma we must make a conscious decision to explore, possibly, re-visiting the events and circumstances. Unknown or unseen
factors may also have led and contributed to the history of the situation. Trauma does have a history, a multidimensional reality that has many layers, almost a life force of its own, hidden in the family vaults for generations. It may not always be necessary to unravel the origins of the parties involved, but often we are forced to.

We also experience Trauma on a collective scale. The recent mass global Trauma mankind is processing at the moment is the ‘911 incident’ in New York City, which then fuelled the ‘war on terror’. 911 was a Trauma based event on a massive collective scale experienced by all who live on the planet. 'The war on terror' is now embedded in our psyche in the form of ‘terrorist attacks’ and ‘fear’. 911 can be seen as a continuation of conflicts, an abstract collective of negative global Trauma's, similar to a war 80 years earlier in 1914, ‘The Great War’, which slowly manifested into the ‘Second World War'. Conditions were replicated, men sacrificed their lives whilst women and children made life destroying weapons in the munition factory’s. We have been traumatized; and with no ‘coping mechanisms’ in place, we are now dissociated, the war is 'buried' in our unconscious and our children, again, become products of our pain. It is obvious to see that humanity has yet to recover from these wars, we are adapting to the life we are born into, we adapt very well, but do we heal? Are we meant to?

The generations to follow may show little interest in past conflicts, they may live in the illusion of peace, but the physiological damage from all past conflicts are now buried in the undercurrents of our minds, it has become the ‘The War on Terror’. This horror, now embedded in the unconscious, can be seen, as the inner conflict we share within ourselves.

Healing Wounds of the Psyche

For those who are new to Astrology, I will use examples to show how we are influenced by Astrological Vibrations in this imaginary analyze.

Mars represents: life-force - energy - aggression. In a ‘negative’ aspect with Mercury represents: mind - thoughts - intellect, will generally denote an energetic character, a quick thinker, sharp in tongue and a person who is argumentative. This aspect would be ideal in the chart of a Soldier, a man able to make quick decisions whilst under the pressures of extreme violence. Of course, a positive influence from another Planet may balance out the more extreme negativity of this aspect.
In this second example, we take a ‘negative’ aspect with the Planet Uranus and Mercury; this shows a native who is accident prone, suffers from nervous instability, mental confusion. A talkative person who may suffer from ‘speech disorders’. It also shows a genius mind. An engineer skilled with technology, a scientist and a visionary. A person who may be ahead of his time, an eccentric in dress and thought.

These above aspects; Mars and Mercury, Mercury and Uranus can also show the mind of the parental figure and the type of Trauma this child may have received. A combination of these 3 Planets in a chart may denote Violence and verbal arguments in the home. These Planetary energies may now be affecting the mental development of this child, or responsible for a stammer in adulthood. Uranus linked with the Moon =Mother-emotions-home, would signify the Mother may have suffered from a ‘nervous disorder’ or complications around birth.

Once the Natal Chart is analyzed we are able to see where the Traumatic Emotional Residual Energy is repressed or playing an active part in your life.
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